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Abstract 
 

In this paper, an algorithm is proposed based on 
the concept of pre-large itemsets to maintain 
discovered generalized association rules for record 
modification. A pre-large itemset is not truly large, 
but promises to be large in the future. A lower and an 
upper support threshold are used to realize this 
concept. The two user-specified support thresholds 
make the pre-large itemsets act as a gap to avoid 
small itemsets becoming large in the updated 
database when transactions are modified. The 
proposed algorithm doesn't need to rescan the original 
database until a number of records have been 
modified. 

Keywords: data mining, generalized association rule, 
taxonomy, large itemset, pre-large itemset, record 
modification. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Deriving association rules from transaction 
databases is most commonly seen in data mining 
[1][2][5][9][10][18]. In the past, Agrawal and his co-
workers proposed several mining algorithms for 
finding association rules in transaction data used the 
concept of large itemsets [1][2][5]. These algorithms 
usually considered the database size static and 
focused on batch mining. In real world applications, 
since databases are usually updated, the original 
association rules may become invalid, or new 
implicitly valid rules may appear in the resulting 
updated databases [6][8][13][16][20]. Therefore, 
designing a mining algorithm that can maintain 
association rules as a database grows is critically 
important. 

Cheung and his co-workers proposed an 
incremental mining algorithm, called FUP (Fast 
UPdate algorithm) [6], for incrementally maintaining 
association rules mined. It first calculates large 
itemsets mainly from newly inserted transactions, and 
compares them with the previous large itemsets from 
the original database. According to the comparison 
results, FUP determines whether re-scanning the 

original database is needed, thus saving some time in 
maintaining the association rules. Although the FUP 
algorithm can indeed improve mining performance 
for incrementally growing databases, original 
databases still need to be scanned when necessary. 

In this paper, we adopt Hong et al’s pre-large 
itemsets and Srilant and Agrawal’s mining 
approaches to maintain generalized association rules 
on a taxonomy. The concept of pre-large itemsets is 
used to reduce the number for rescanning original 
databases and to save maintenance cost [12]. A 
maintenance algorithm is proposed, which doesn't 
need to rescan the original database until a number of 
records have been modified. If the database is large, 
then the number of inserted records allowed will be 
large too 

 

2. Maintenance of Record Modification 
 
Considering an original database and its itemset 

difference from some modified records, the following 
nine cases (illustrated in Figure 1) may arise when the 
concept of pre-large itemsets is used, where the 
negative itemsets represent those with count 
difference smaller than zero: 

 

Large itemsets Small itemsets Original 

database 

Modified 

records 

Case 2 

Case 1 

Case 8 

Case 9 Case 9 

Case 7 Case 3 Case 6 

Case 5 

Case 4 

Upper threshold Lower threshold 
Pre-large itemsets 

Positive counts Negative counts Zeroe counts 

 
Figure 1: Nine cases arising from modifying 

records in existing databases 

Case 1 will keep the originally large itemsets still 
large since their final counts increase. Cases 2, 5 and 
8 will keep the itemsets behave as they did before 
record modification since their final counts do not 
change. These three cases will not affect the final 
association rules. Cases 3 and 6 may remove existing 
large or pre-large itemsets, but cases 4 and 7 may add 
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new large or pre-large itemsets. If we retain all large 
and pre-large itemsets with their counts, then cases 3, 
4 and 6 can be handled easily since the original 
counts and the difference counts of the itemsets in 
these cases are known. Also, in the maintenance 
phase, the ratio of the number of modified records to 
the number of all records is usually very small. This is 
more apparent when the database is larger. An itemset 
in case 7 cannot possibly be large for the entire 
updated database as long as the number of modified 
records is small when compared to the number of 
records in the original database. Finally, the itemsets 
in Cases 9 cannot become large since their counts 
decrease. A summary of the nine cases and their 
results is given in Table 1. 

Table1. Nine cases and their results 

Cases: Results 
Case 1 Always Large 
Case 2 No change 
Case 3 Small or Pre-large or Large, 

Decided from the existing information 
Case 4 Pre-large or Large, 

Decided from the existing information 
Case 5 No change 
Case 6 Pre-large or Small, 

Decided from the existing information 
Case 7 Pre-large or small, Determined by 

rescanning original database 
Case 8 No change 
Case 9 Always Small 
 

3. The Proposed Algorithm for Record 

Modification 
 
The proposed generalized association-rule 

maintenance algorithm for record modification 
integrates Hong et al’s pre-large concept [12] and 
Srikant and Agrawal’s generalized association-rule 
mining method [17]. Assume d is the number of 
modified records in the original database. A variable, 
c, is used to record the number of modified 
transactions since the last re-scanning of the original 
database. 
 
INPUT: A set of large and pre-large generalized 
itemsets in the original database consisting of d 
records, a set of t modified records, a predefined 
taxonomy, a lower support threshold Sl, an upper 
support threshold Su, and a predefined confidence 
valueλ.   
OUTPUT: A set of generalized association rules for 
the updated database. 
STEP 1: Calculate the safety number f of modified 

records as follows:  
f  =  dSS lu )( − .                     (1) 

STEP 2: Add the ancestors of the items appearing in 

the modified records to form the expanded 
modified transactions. 

STEP 3: Set k = 1, where k records the number of 
items in the current itemsets to be processed. 

STEP 4: Find all the candidate k-itemsets Ck and their 
counts in the expanded modified 
transactions. 

STEP 5: Divide the candidate k-itemsets into three 
parts according to whether they are large, 
pre-large or small in the original database. 

STEP 6: For each itemset I existing in both the 
originally large k-itemsets D

kL  and in the k-

itemset difference IDk, do the following 
substeps: 

Substep 6-1: If I exists in IDk from the modified 
records, then set the new count SU

(I) 

= SD
(I) + S

ID
(I); 

otherwise, set SU
(I) = S

D
(I). 

Substep 6-2: If S
U
(I)/d ≥ Su, assign I as a large 

itemset, set SD
(I) = S

U
(I) and keep I 

with SD
(I); 

otherwise, if SU
(I)/d ≥ Sl, assign I as 

a pre-large itemset, set SD
(I) = SU

(I) 
and keep I with S

D
(I); 

otherwise, just remove I from the 
large itemsets. 

STEP 7: For each itemset I existing in both the 
originally pre-large itemset D

kP  and in the 

k-itemset difference IDk, do the following 
substeps: 

Substep 7-1: If I exists in IDk from the modified 
records, then set the new count SU

(I) 
= SD

(I) + S
ID

(I); 
otherwise, set SU

(I) = SD
(I). 

Substep 7-2: If S
U
(I)/d ≥ Su, assign I as a large 

itemset, set SD
(I) = SU

(I) and keep I 
with SD

(I); 
otherwise, if SU

(I)/d ≥ Sl, assign I as 
a pre-large itemset, set SD

(I) = SU
(I) 

and keep I with SD
(I);  

otherwise, just remove I from the 
pre-large itemsets. 

STEP 8: For each itemset I in IDk that is not in the 
originally large itemsets D

kL  or pre-large 

itemsets D

kP , do the following substeps: 

Substep 8-1: If I has positive counts in IDk, then 
put it in the rescan-set R, which is 
used when rescanning in Step 9 is 
necessary; 
otherwise, just neglect I. 

STEP 9: If t+c ≤ f or R is null, then do nothing; 
otherwise, rescan the original database to 
determine whether the itemsets in the 
rescan-set R are large or pre-large. 

STEP 10: Form candidate (k+1)-itemsets Ck+1 from 
finally large and pre-large k-itemsets 
( U

U

k

U

k PL ) that appear in the update 
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expanded transactions. Each 2-itemset in 
C2 must not include items with ancestor or 
descendant relation in the taxonomy. 

STEP 11: Set k = k+1. 
STEP 12: Repeat STEPs 3 to 11 until no new large or 

pre-large itemsets are found. 
STEP 13: Discover the modified association rules 

according to the modified large itemsets 
by checking whether their confidence 
values are larger than or equal to the 
predefined minimum confidence. 

STEP 14: Output the association rules which have no 
ancestor rules found. 

STEP 15: For each remaining rule x, find the close 
ancestor rule y and calculate the support 
interest measure Isupport (x) of x as: 

( )

y

y

r

k

x

r

k

x

count
count

count

count
xI

k

k
×

Π

Π
=

+

=

+

=

1
1

1
1

support

 ,          (2) 

                  and the confidence interest measure 
Iconfidence (x) of x as: 

( )

y

y

x

x

confidence

confidence
count

count

confidence
xI

r

r
×

=

+

+

1

1

 ,       (3) 

                  where confidencex and confidencey are 
respectively the confidence values of rules 
x and y. 

STEP 16: Output the rules with their support interest 
measure or confidence interest measure 
larger than or equal to the predefined 
interest threshold αas interesting rules.  

STEP 17: If t + c > f, then set c = 0; otherwise, set c = 
t + c. 

 

4. An Example for Record Modification 
 
An example is given below to illustrate the 

proposed maintenance algorithm for generalized 
association rules from record modification. Assume 
the original database includes the 10 transactions 
shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. The original database in this example 

TID ITEMS 

100 C 

200 A, E 

300 B, E 

400 A, B, D 

500 D 

600 A, E 

700 A, C 

800 B, D 

900 E 

1000 A, B 

 
Each transaction includes a transaction ID and 

some purchased items. For example, the fourth 
transaction consists of three items: A, B and D. 
Assume the predefined taxonomy is shown in Figure 
2. 

Figure 2. The predefined taxonomy 

For Sl = 30% and Su = 50%, the sets of large and 
pre-large itemsets for the given original transaction 
database are shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. 
They are then kept for later maintenance. 
 
Table 3. The large itemsets for the original 

database 

1-itemset Count 2-itemset Count 

{T1} 8 {T1, T3} 5 

{T2} 7 {T3, T2} 5 

{T3} 7   

{A} 5   

 

Table 4. The pre-large itemsets for the original 

database  
1-itemset Count 2-itemset Count 

{B} 4 {B, T3} 3 

{D} 3 {A, T3} 3 

{E} 4   

 
If the record TID = 600 in Table 2 is modified to 

be the one in Table 5, the proposed maintenance 
algorithm for generalized association rules proceeds 
as follows. The variable c is initially set at 0. 

Table 5. The modified record 

TID Items 

600 A, C, D 

 
STEP 1: The safety number f for record modification 

is calculated as: 

f =   ( )  2103.05.0)( =−=− dSS lu .     (4) 

STEP 2: The ancestors of the items appearing in the 
modified record are added to form the expanded 
modified transaction. The expanded modified 
transaction is thus shown in Table 6.  

Table 6. The expanded modified transaction 

TID Items 

E D C 

T3 T1 

T2 

A B 
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600 A, C, T2, T1, D, T3 

 
STEP 3: k is set to 1, where k records the number of 

items in the current itemsets to be processed. 
STEP 4: All candidate 1-itemsets C1 and their counts 

from the modified expanded transaction in 
Table 6 are first found. The results are 
shown in Table 7. 

 
Table 7. All the candidate 1-itemsets from the 

modified expanded transactions 

1-itemset Count 

{A} 0 

{C} 1 

{D} 1 

{E} -1 

{T1} 0 

{T2} 0 

{T3} 0 

 
STEP 5: All the candidate 1-itmesets ID

C1
 in Table 7 

are divided into three parts: 
{T1}{T2}{T3}{A}, {D}{E}, and {C}, 
according to whether they are large, pre-
large or small in the original database. 
Results are shown in Table 8. 

 
Table 8. Three partitions of all the candidate 1-

itemsets  

large pre-large small 

Items Count Items Count Items Count 

{T1} 0 {D} 1 {C} 1 

{T2} 0 {E} -1   

{T3} 0     

{A} 0     

 
STEP 6: The following substeps are done for each of 

the originally large 1-itemsets 
{T1}{T2}{T3}{A}. 

Substep 6-1: The total counts of the candidate 1-
itemsets are calculated using SID

(I)+ 
SD

(I). Results are shown in Table 9. 
 
Table 9. The new total counts of the large 1-

itemsets 

Items Count 

{T1} 8 

{T2} 7 

{T3} 7 

{A} 5 
 

Substep 6-2: The new support ratios of all 1-
itemset candidate are calculated. 

For example, the new support ratio 
of {A} is 5/10 ≥ 0.5. {A} is thus 
still a large itemset. In this example, 
all the 1-itemset candidates in Table 
9 are large. These 1-itemsets with 
their new counts are then retained in 
the large itemsets for the entire 
updated database. 

STEP 7: The following substeps are done for the 
second group of candidate 1-itemsets 
{B}{D}{E}, which are originally pre-large. 

Substep 7-1: The total count of the candidate 1-
itemsets {B}{D}{E} are calculated 
using S

ID
(I)+ S

D
(I). Result of the 

pre-large 1-itemsets are shown in 
Table 10. 

 
Table 10. The new total counts of the pre-large 1-

itemsets 

Items Count 

{B} 4 

{D} 4 

{E} 3 

 
Substep 7-2: The new support ratio of {B} in 

Table 10 is 4/10 ≤ 0.5. {B} isn’t a 
large 1-itemset for the whole 
updated database. {B}{D}{E} are 
pre-large 1-itemsets since their 
supports are small than 0.5.  

STEP 8: Since the itemset {C}, which was originally 
neither large nor pre-large, has positive 
counts, it is put in the rescan-set R, which is 
used when rescanning in STEP 9 is 
necessary.  

STEP 9: Since t + c = 1 + 0 ≤ f (= 2), rescanning the 
database is unnecessary, so nothing is done.  

STEP 10: The final large and pre-large 1-itemsets for 
the entire updated database are 
{T1}{T2}{T3}{A} and {B}{D}{E}. 
Next, the candidate 2-itemsets in the 
modified record are formed and shown in 
Table 11. Each 2-itemset in C2 must not 
include items with ancestor or descendant 
relation in the taxonomy. 

 
Table 11. All the candidate 2-itemsets for the new 

expanded transactions 

{A, D} {B, D} {D, T1} 

{A, E} {B, E} {D, T2} 

{D, E} {E, T1} {E, T2} 

 
Because {A}{B}{T1}{T2}{T3} have no count 

difference and are the same as before the 
modification. Their supersets {A, B} {A, T3}{B, 
T3}{T1, T3}{T2, T3}, which are formed from these 
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five 1-itemsets, also have no count difference. 
STEP 11: k = k + 1 = 2. 
STEP 12: STEPs 3 to 11 are repeated to find large 

and pre-large 2-itemsets. Results are shown 
in Table 12. 

 
Table 12. The large and pre-large itemsets for the 

updated database 

Large itemsets Pre-large itemsets 

{T1, T3} {A, T3} 

{T2, T3} {B, T3} 

 
Similarly, all large and pre-large 3-itemsets are 

found in the same way. In this example, no large and 
pre-large 3-itemsets are found. All the large itemsets 
for the entire updated database are listed in Table 13. 
 
Table 13. All the large itemsets for the updated 

database 

1-itemset 2-itemset 3-itemset 

{T1} {T1, T3} None 

{T2} {T2, T3}  

{T3}   

{A}   

 
STEP 13: Assume the minimum confidence value is 

set at 0.5. The association rules are then 
generated as follows according to the 
modified large itemsets:  
T1 ⇒ T3 (Confidence=5/8), 
T3 ⇒ T2 (Confidence=5/7),     
T3 ⇒ T1 (Confidence=5/7), and 
T2 ⇒ T3 (Confidence=5/7).  

STEP 14: The association rules which have no 
ancestor rules found are output. In this 
example, the two rules “If T1 then T3” 
and “If T3 then T1” are output. 

STEP 15: The remaining two rules “If T3 then T2” 
and “If T2 then T3” are checked using the 
interest measures. Their close ancestor 
rules mined out are “If T3 then T1” and 
“If T1 then T3”. The support interest 
measure of the rule “If T3 then T2” is 
calculated as follows: 

( ) 1.1
5

8

7

7

7
5

13

1

2

3

3

23

23support =

××

=

××

=→

→

→

TT

T

T

T

T

TT

count
count

count

count

count

count
TTI

, 
The confidence interest measure of the rule is 
calculated as follows: 

( ) 1.1

7

5

8

7
7

5

13

1

2

23

23 =

×

=

×

=→

→

→

TT

T

T

TT

confidence

confidence
count

count

confidence
TTI

. 
The support and confidence interest measures of the 

other rule “If T2 then T3 ” can be similarly calculated 
as: 

( ) 1.1
5

7

7

8

7
5

31

3

3

1

2

32

32support =

××

=

××

=→

→

→

TT

T

T

T

T

TT

count
count

count

count

count

count
TTI

 

( ) 1.1

8

5

7

7
7

5

31

3

3

32

32 =

×

=

×

=→

→

→

TT

T

T

TT

confidence

confidence
count

count

confidence
TTI

 
STEP 16: Assume the given interest threshold α is 

set at 1.5. The two rules are removed 
since their interest measures are less than 
1.5.  

STEP 17 Since t ( = 1) + c ( = 0) ≤ f ( = 2), c = t + c = 
1 + 0 = 1. 

After Step 17 the final interesting generalized 
association rules for the updated database are found. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient and 

effective algorithm to maintain generalized 
association rules with a taxonomy. It adopts the 
concept of pre-large itemsets to further reduce the 
need of rescanning original databases. The proposed 
algorithm does not require rescanning of the original 
databases until a number of modified records have 
been processed. The number is determined from a 
lower and an upper support thresholds and the size of 
the database. If the size of the database grows larger, 
then the number of modified records allowed before 
rescanning will be larger too. This characteristic is 
especially useful for real-world applications. 
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